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 Unzip the file. It will contain two files: IBL_YZ1_1020_TRA_cYZ2.inp. Then press the Start button. Both the Z axis and the Y axis of the drill are now in motion. If this is the case, you have a problem. There are three possible causes: An error has been made when the Unison plug-in was installed The plug-in you installed is the wrong type of one. The wrong type of one means that the plug-in is not
compatible with Unison. You have installed a compatible but wrong plug-in The Z axis is not in motion. You have to check the first two causes. To check the first cause, open the Inventor plug-in archive that you unzipped. In the Contents directory, you will find a file named "IBL_YZ1_1020_TRA.inp. If you open the Inventor application and check the Properties of the IBL file, you will see an error

message at the end of the long list of numbers describing it. It means that the plug-in is not compatible with Unison and, therefore, that it cannot be installed. However, the plug-in you have found is compatible with Unison and does not have this error. The other two possible causes cannot be checked. The data transfer, the path, and the coordinates of the selected planes are often not suitable.
Sometimes it happens that a path is not selected. You will have to check that you have selected the right paths. In addition, you will have to examine the data transfer to find out whether the path is suitable. Step 5: Check the path In the Part view, select a plane and use it as a reference plane. Select the reference plane again, press the Ctrl key, and select Set Active and Select Path from the Submenu. In

the 3D Properties panel, select Reference. Select a path that connects the reference plane and another selected plane. (In this case, select the bottom plane of the part.) Select the path, press the Ctrl key, and select Copy Path from the Submenu. A red arrow will appear at the end of the path that you have just copied. You can now insert this path into a part. Now let's try it 82157476af
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